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Automating Building Electrical System Design
DraftLogic Electrical
accelerates project completion
by automating most of the
building electrical systems
design phases, eliminating
thousands of mouse clicks
and keystrokes for the user.
Since it takes seconds of
the user’s time to generate
schedules, DraftLogic
Electrical enables your
electrical engineering firm
to broaden your deliverables
by including all schedules,
diagrams, and reports on
all jobs--even for interim
deliveries. Your electrical
engineering firm can thus
provide clients the highest
level of service regardless
of job size, improving client
retention and word of mouth
recommendations. DraftLogic
Electrical flawlessly performs
your engineering calculations
in the same manner and
without error, again and
again. No human error
percentage to trip you up on
your deliverables and detract
from your firm’s professional
reputation.

DraftLogic will
empower your firm to
finish projects faster
and more accurately
at the same time as
providing more value
to your clients.
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The Only Building Electrical Systems
Engineering Expert System
DraftLogic Electrical is the only computer aided design (CAD) software
on the market today that was designed specifically and solely for
the use of building electrical systems engineering firms. DraftLogic
Electrical is also the only CAD software designed from the ground up to
be a building electrical systems engineering expert system. An expert
system is computer software that performs tasks that would otherwise
have to be performed by a human expert. Expert systems are part of
a category of computer applications known as artificial intelligence.
DraftLogic Electrical approaches your design project as a whole in its
automation. DraftLogic Electrical offers productivity enhancing tools to
help you work with one object or room at a time—just like some other
CAD software on the market—but DraftLogic Electrical steps far above
all others by fully automating the core design phases on a project-wide
basis. Users can opt to process their entire project with the automation,
or just portions they choose to.

Built On Top of
AutoCAD, the Industry Standard
DraftLogic’s products are built on top of AutoCAD, the most established
CAD platform in the world. This means you will continue to work with
DWGs as you currently do, and that when you choose DraftLogic, you
will not have to purchase and train on a new CAD platform. You likely
already have the AutoCAD licensing and experience that you need
in order to get started with DraftLogic. DraftLogic is unique among
the companies offering building electrical systems CAD software in
that there is no reliance on task specific objects (e.g. walls, windows,
doors) coming from a 3D Architectural CAD package. DraftLogic can
take drawings from any source, as long as that source can save in or be
converted to DWG format.
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Helping You Produce
Higher Quality Deliverables
DraftLogic Electrical validates much of the user’s work on an ongoing basis
(to prevent many kinds of errors from being made) and by running quality
assurance routines. The input validation is an inherent part of how DraftLogic
Electrical works with the user to get the job done. The quality assurance routines
run at critical junctures during the project, for example before panel schedules
are generated, to check a large number of facets of the work for errors prior to
generating deliverables.

Easy To Use
Although DraftLogic Electrical is built on CAD, we have not followed the typical
CAD interface of ‘leaving the user to wander on their own’. DraftLogic Electrical’s
user interface has been designed to intuitively walk the user through the various
functions to: reduce learning time, lower the ongoing opportunity for error, and
help the user to achieve optimal results in their project as soon as possible.

Compliant to Standards and User Desires
DraftLogic Electrical is fully compliant with both National Electric Codes (NEC)
and Canadian Electric Codes (CEC). The vast majority of DraftLogic Electrical’s
compliance parameters are user configurable, so if you desire a wider safety
margin than code it is just a matter of a few keystrokes to change the particular
parameter. For example, you can control the amount that DraftLogic Electrical
will load lighting or receptacle circuits during automated circuiting from 1% to
100% of that allowable under code. There are over sixty parameters that you
control at the project wide level that affect DraftLogic Electrical’s behavior
during automated circuiting and automated branch circuit wiring. To control
the automated placement of items, you have complete control over lighting and
receptacles by room type—and you can have a virtually unlimited number of
room types. Finally, you have a robust library of fixtures to draw from that you
control over twenty attributes of. There are 2000 fixtures to start with, and room
for you to add thousands more. All of your parameters, room definitions, and
fixture library are housed in a SQL Server database for sharing amongst your
entire site. This means that as soon as one of your coworkers adds a new fixture
to the fixture library, everyone else can use it.
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Before

After

Let’s explore the various facets of
DraftLogic Electrical’s automation and
productivity-enhancing tools in more detail:

Automated Drawing-Wide Placement Of
Luminaire and Power Building Systems
A few keystrokes and the entire drawing is serviced by lighting and
receptacles. Once DraftLogic Electrical has placed objects based on the
rules you decide for each room type, you can add objects, move objects,
or remove objects.

Before

DraftLogic Electrical will place fixtures in rooms based on user specified
foot-candles requirements and fixture types, and/or by user-selected
rules that place lights in relation to objects in rooms (like workbenches
or tables) or content elements (like room center). The lights will be
assigned switch groups in patterns that you control, and switches will
be placed by the doors in each room.
DraftLogic Electrical will place receptacles on walls based on user
specified spacing requirements and/or by user-selected rules that place
receptacles in relation to objects in rooms (like counters or desks) or
content elements (like beside the doorway).

Benefits:

• Accelerates project completion by saving the user hundreds to
thousands of: clicks to place objects, keystrokes to populate attributes,
and repetitive low value decisions. DraftLogic electrical performs
thousands of calculations and measurements to give you your specified
placement of lights and receptacles throughout the project.
• Increases electrical systems layout accuracy by executing repetitive
engineering calculations without error.

After
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Automated Drawing-Wide Circuiting
DraftLogic Electrical circuits in compliance with user parameters for safety/
demand factors, diversity, panel types, and panel service areas.
You decide to manually circuit any, all, or none of your project. DraftLogic
Electrical can circuit the entire project or just the areas you specify. Seconds of
your time to launch the process and the entire drawing is circuited, after which
you can remove objects from circuits, add objects to circuits, make new circuits,
or remove circuits.
Circuits are assigned to panels in mixed fashion or with lights and receptacles
going to separate panels. When mixed, the user tells DraftLogic Electrical whether
to put lights across the top of the panel or on the left side of the panel.

Benefits:

• Projects are completed faster through saving the user hundreds of: keystrokes
to populate attributes, clicks to place labels, and repetitive low value decisions.
• Ensures circuiting is accurate by precisely performing load and circuiting
calculations time after time. DraftLogic Electrical prevents overloads and
mismatched voltages with robust circuiting quality assurance routines.
• Detailed panel schedules for the whole project are generated with three mouse
clicks allowing the user to review circuiting decisions and loads.

Automated Drawing-Wide Branch Circuit
Wiring Including Multi-Circuit Home Runs
DraftLogic Electrical will automatically group circuits into home run groups
based on user defined constraints, and then draw the path of conduit/Lumex/BX
including wire ticks. Home runs are also automatically placed with descriptive
labels to detail wires and circuits.

Benefits:

• A handful of keystrokes from the user and the entire drawing is branch circuit
wired in compliance with derating factors and user defined minimum wire sizes,
after which the user can make any changes desired.
• Quickens project completion by saving users hundreds to thousands of clicks
to place lines/wire count objects, and repetitive low value decisions.
• Makes certain branch circuit wiring is accurate by carrying out thousands of
repetitive engineering calculations error free.
• Adds to the perceived worth of the engineering firm’s work to its clients by
showing wiring and tick marks that are usually foregone to save time.
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Automated Schedule Generation: Luminaire,
Panel, Bill Of Materials, Kitchen, Motor, and
Lighting Wattage Per Square Foot
DraftLogic Electrical creates six different schedules from start to finish, all you
have to do is check off which schedules you want from a list and tell DraftLogic
Electrical to ‘go’. Some schedules involve DraftLogic Electrical performing
both numerous and complex calculations in addition to simply getting the
information from the drawing to populate a schedule. Once generated, all
information in all schedules can be modified by the user to suit their particular
needs.

Schedules include:

• Luminaire (all fixtures, grouped by fixture type and with total project
quantities),
• Panel (a detailed panel schedule for all panels and ‘panel-like’ distribution
equipment including main distribution panels, suite panels, branch circuit
panels, central distribution panels, motor control centers, meter centers, and
all other panels),
• Bill Of Materials (including wire and conduit, all systems objects in the
drawing, and panel+breaker detail),
• Kitchen (more detail about kitchen loads),
• Motor (detailed motor information), and
• Lighting Wattage Per Square Foot (by room, floor, and overall project).

Benefits:

• Speeds project completion by saving users hundreds to thousands of: clicks
to query attributes, keystrokes to enter data in schedules, and repetitive low
value decisions.
• Guarantees drawing to schedule synchronization by copying data from the
project into schedules without any human intervention.
• Makes the engineering firm’s work more valuable to its clients by allowing for
all schedules to be generated for all projects as many times as desired.
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Automated Single Line Diagram Generation
With Fault Calculations
DraftLogic Electrical creates single line diagrams from scratch as part of its
reporting facilities. You can have DraftLogic Electrical generate a complete single
line diagram (in portrait or landscape format) with just a few mouse clicks

Benefits:

• The project is completed in less time by saving users hundreds to thousands
of: clicks to query attributes, keystrokes to enter data in schedules, and repetitive
low value decisions.
• Assures information from the drawing is accurately transposed to the single
line diagram as it is done without any work required of the user.
• Increases the value of the engineering firm’s work in the eyes of its clients by
allowing for single line diagrams to be generated for all projects as many times
as desired.

Automated Luminaire Details Schedule
Generation
DraftLogic Electrical creates luminaire details schedules from scratch as part of
its reporting facilities. This is essentially a project specific catalogue including all
beneficial data from the fixture database and the image that has been assigned
to each fixture that has been used in the project.
You can have DraftLogic Electrical generate a complete luminaire detail schedule
with just a few mouse clicks.

Benefits:

• Gets the project done faster by saving users hundreds of clicks to query
attributes, hundreds of keystrokes to enter data in catalogue, and all the time
that would normally have to be spent in locating graphics of fixtures to paste
into the catalogue.
• Increases appeal of engineering firm’s work to its clients by allowing for a
complete luminaire detail schedule to be generated for all projects as many
times as desired.
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Automated Calculation And Schedules For
Suite Load Derating
DraftLogic Electrical performs all derating and suite load calculations in
compliance with CEC/NEC standards and automatically produces related
schedules. The derated load is carried into the panel schedules and single line
diagrams in accordance with industry requirements.

Benefits:

• Quicken project completion by saving user hundreds to thousands of: clicks
to query attributes, keystrokes to enter data in schedules, and repetitive low
value decisions.
• Makes suite loads accurate by performing thousands of calculations and
copying data from the project into suite load related schedules without error
(meter stack, single dwelling load calculation, suite nexus grid, and panel
schedules).
• Clearly demonstrates added value of engineering firm’s work to its clients
by allowing for suite load related schedules to be generated for all projects as
many times as desired.

Robust And Customizable Fixture
Database Including Images
Over 2000 different fixtures are ready for use in DraftLogic Electrical upon
installation. Easily add or change fixtures using an easy-to-follow form. Up to
100,000 different fixtures can be contained in the database.
DraftLogic Electrical associates an image file (several varieties supported) to
each record in the fixture library database (called equipment library). The
image file is available for viewing anytime the user is on a form that allows
for fixture selection or when the user is browsing the equipment library. The
images are also placed in the luminaire catalogues that DraftLogic Electrical
generates for projects. Users can add or modify images.

Benefits:

• You no longer have to search catalogues or the internet for common fixture
types.
• Designers and clients both benefit from easy access to luminaire specifications
and image files. The possibility of the wrong luminaire being specified and the
client missing it is vastly decreased.
• The Luminaire database grows as you use it, needing less and less modification
as time goes on.
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CAD Standards: Comprehensive Object Library And

Layers For Building Systems Electrical Engineering

Including building system blocks and other blocks used for schedules and the
single line diagram, DraftLogic Electrical includes over 350 blocks. There are over
60 layers, including system specific layers plus the layers that DraftLogic Electrical
uses to manage its automation. The breadth of the blocks and layers enables you
to design each individual system and have it differentiated from other systems
both in appearance and in plots and other reports, like the bill of materials.
All block placement code in DraftLogic Electrical places system blocks and wires
on the layers designated for that specific system, making system specific plots a
snap. DraftLogic Electrical includes the AutoCAD blocks for all needed objects in
these building systems: luminaires, power, motors, life+ safety, and low voltage.

Benefits:

• All projects from your office will be built from a unified set of standards,
increasing deliverable standardization and thus ease of quality assurance, ease
of project transition between staff, and staff effectiveness on projects that are
sporadically worked on over long periods.
• New staff will take less time to become familiar with the blocks and layers for
your projects as they will only need to learn the one standard.
• Your firm will be enabled to use higher level technology such as data mining
and building component reuse.

Architect original source

Architect updated drawing

Near Instant Drawing Compare
DraftLogic Electrical analyzes all elements of the drawing for new objects, objects
whose location has changed, objects that have been removed, and objects that
are unchanged. DraftLogic Electrical builds a comparison results drawing that
has colored layers to show new/changed, deleted, and unchanged drawing
objects.
If your base point has changed, DraftLogic Electrical enables you to perform a
comparison with different base points between the two drawing versions.
You decide if you want one, many, all, or none of the optional indicators: delta
arrows to show how far something has moved, clouding around changed objects,
or bolding of changed objects. The Autocloud function alone will save you
material hours on projects that are being continually reworked by the Architects
and client!

Benefits:

You will easily see architect changes in color coded red for
missing objects, orange for new, and blue for moved.

• Near instant automated comparison of two drawings to see what is new/
changed, deleted, and unchanged. Saves the user hours of time spent analyzing
different versions of drawings to see if project architects moved elements that
affect the building’s electrical systems.
• Automatic annotation of changes will reduce your staff time on drawing markup
and make the building contractor happier as all changes will be marked—no
haphazard markup due to human error.
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Automated Ceiling Grid Generation
DraftLogic Electrical’s ceiling grid tool gives the user the ability to generate
ceiling grids within any closed polyline. The grid can be any size and any angle,
and is centered on a point that the user selects.
Source drawing with no ceiling grid

Benefit:

• Generate ceiling grids for areas large and small with a few keystrokes and
clicks. Enables the electrical engineering firm to create lighting layouts before
grids are available from the client and produce draft layouts earlier in the
design process.

Drafting Aids To Accelerate User Placement
Of Objects And Branch Circuit Wiring

Seconds to generate draft ceiling grid in all rooms requiring it.

DraftLogic Electrical provides a number of tools to users to speed up their
manual electrical building systems. These tools increase productivity by
automating parts of the manual placement process. For example, receptacles
will find the nearest point of a wall to mount on when a user clicks just near
the wall to place a receptacle; then the receptacle will automatically rotate to
match the angle of the wall. Another example is how branch circuit wiring
conduit connections from receptacle to receptacle will automatically draw
headers at the correct angle and follow the wall at a fixed offset in order to
make an aesthetically pleasing connection.
DraftLogic Electrical aid users in manual work in a variety of ways: tool palettes
for selecting blocks from, high volume copy/move/place objects tools, auto
snap and rotate to walls for wall mounted objects, auto snap into ceiling grid
for lights that mount into the ceiling grid, automated object to object branch
circuit wiring linework, and tool bars for selecting blocks from.

Drafter drops receptacle a few feet away from intended position.

Benefits:

• Users will have even their manual work go faster than with their current
tools,
• High tolerance object snapping allows users to click a few feet away from
their target for an object placement and DraftLogic Electrical will snap to the
correct location (for example, receptacles will find the nearest point on a wall
when they are dropped within a few feet of a wall, luminaires will snap and
rotate into a ceiling grid cell that the user clicks anywhere within, and wire
ticks will snap and rotate onto the nearest branch circuit wiring line they are
dropped within a few feet of ).
• Arduous branch circuit wiring routing for conduit becomes a simple matter
of selecting the start and end object—DraftLogic takes care of header angles
on each end and making the connection by following wall travel or going
through room spaces.
DraftLogic Electrical finds the nearest wall point, snaps receptacle to it, rotates receptacle to wall angle, and loads drafter up
with another receptacle to drop…all in a fraction of a second!
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About DraftLogic
The concept of DraftLogic was formulated just
under a decade ago by our founder, Terry Smith.
He soon allied with Gerry Stebnicki. Between
them, the two founders of DraftLogic have almost
eighty years of experience in the building electrical
systems engineering field. The founders recruited
Dean Whitford, an experienced engineering
applications development COO, to bring
DraftLogic to fruition.
DraftLogic Electrical is the culmination of over
eight years of research and development in
engineering automation for building electrical
systems. The CAD engineering automation
technology that resulted from this R&D is
patented.
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